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ABSTRACT

The use of heterogeneous features in automatic speech re-
cognition has been shown to increase clean speech perform-
ance. This paper focuses on the noise robustness of systems
with heterogeneous features. In particular a system where
di�erent features are extracted for di�erent sets of phon-
emes. The employed features are computed by applying a
linear transformation, estimated in a data-driven fashion,
to standard feature processing methods. The transformed
features are tested in a set of experiments employing dif-
ferent system con�gurations. Overall the experiments sug-
gests that employing more phoneme speci�c features can
improve speech recognition. When testing the system on
noisy speech with added car or factory noise, this tendency
is maintained.

1. INTRODUCTION

The performance of an automatic speech recognition sys-
tem based on statistical techniques is highly dependent
upon the quality of the features employed in the system.
However, to �nd a feature extraction method that will al-
low the extraction of su�cient information to be able to
identify the conveyed linguistic message, remains a chal-
lenge to the speech community. To obtain close to human
performance in a wide range of natural operating environ-
ments is a goal far from achieved [13]. In particular when
the auditory scene mixes speech with other sound sources,
often characterised as 'noise'.

Conventionally just a single feature type is used in a system
but recently a series of systems relying on several hetero-
geneous and complementary features have been presented
e.g. [2, 7, 8, 11, 15]. Tested on a range of di�erent clean
speech recognition tasks each of the systems has been suc-
cessful. This paper will further investigate how much can
be gained from using multiple feature representations by
testing the systems noisy conditions. The noisy speech is
telephone speech (convolutionary channel noise from vari-
ous �xed network telephones) mixed at di�erent signal to
noise ratios (SNRs) with factory or car noise.

A system relying on an ensemble of classi�ers each special-
ised in classifying within a certain subset of phonemes is
investigated. Each classi�er is based on a unique feature
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Figure 1: Stream speci�c feature processing.

type speci�cally tuned towards discriminating that partic-
ular subset of phonemes, e.g. tuned towards the classi�ca-
tion of vowels.

Several psycho-acoustic and phonetic studies suggest that
the use of di�erent features and especially di�erent fea-
tures for di�erent groups of phonemes can help improve
both clean and noisy speech performance. Human speech
recognition is based on heterogeneous processing of the sig-
nal received by the ear. As a means to convey information
speech has evolved in such a way that the di�erent phon-
etic segments have distinguishable spectral characteristics.
The auditory system exploits this by carrying out di�erent
processing of e.g. sonorants and non-sonorants [6]. Ex-
periments on the intelligibility of word pairs have shown
that di�erent phonetic features are transmitted in di�er-
ent temporal-frequency slots [5]. A related conclusion is
made in [16] where it was shown that the optimal frequency
range for recognising a phoneme in restricted transmission
conditions is very dependent on the phoneme.

1.1. Hierarchical multi-stream framework

One commonly employed architecture when using hetero-
geneous features is based on the multi-stream theory as
formulated e.g. in [1]. Fundamental for the paradigm is the
use of multiple feature and classi�er streams rather than
relying on just a single line of feature extraction followed
by classi�cation as in more conventional ASR approaches.

Each stream is comprised of a feature extraction unit fol-
lowed by a classi�er, such as a multi-layered perceptron
(MLP) network, whose outputs can be considered as pos-
terior probabilities of the observed encoded data. The
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probabilities are merged before being used in a conven-
tional hidden Markov model (HMM) state path decoding
that produces the recognition hypothesis.

In [2] we demonstrated that with multi-stream systems it is
possible to increase clean speech performance by augment-
ing the heterogeneity of the signal processing employed,
even without increasing the number of system paramet-
ers. Three rather standard feature extraction techniques
were employed but the results encouraged us to exploit the
potential advantages of more speci�cally designed stream
processing.

A method for estimating such heterogeneous, tuned fea-
tures through the employment of a stream speci�c linear
feature space transformation, estimated from speech data
using the MinimumClassi�cation Error (MCE) criterion, is
presented. The object of the transformation is to enhance
the features possessing discriminative information and re-
duce the e�ect of the least discriminative ones. An overall
research objective in choosing the method has been to �nd
a data-driven solution. The MCE theory and the employed
algorithm is briey described in the following section. The
investigated system architecture is described in section 3
and section 4 describes data preparation. Results from
applying the estimated transformations on various con�g-
urations of the system are presented in section 5 and �nally
conclusions and directions for future work are given in sec-
tion 6.

2. REVIEW OF MCE ESTIMATED

TRANSFORMATION

The feature processing in each stream is a combination of a
standard high-performance feature extraction method and
a linear transformation in a matrix form. The transforma-
tion matrix is estimated using the Minimum Classi�cation
Error (MCE) criterion [4, 12] in an iterative procedure. See
�gure 1.

In general, a linear transformation of a feature space can
be obtained through multiplication with a transformation
matrix, U :

~x = U(Hx) ; (1)

where H is a normalisation matrix applied to all the data
in order to achieve a unit variance distribution for each fea-
ture dimension. The elements of the transformation matrix
are at each iteration of the estimation procedure computed
by gradient descent of the cost function, L:

un;k = un;k�1 � �
@L

@un

���
un;k�1

; (2)

where � is the convergence coe�cient. Given a set of train-
ing sequences X1; : : : ; XM each belonging to a class �i from
the set of classes �i; : : : ; �I , the overall cost function is
de�ned as:

L =

MX
m=1

lm(Xm) =

MX
m=1

1

1 + e��dm(Xm)
; (3)
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Figure 2: Schematic overview of hierarchical multi-stream
based system. Each stream is specialised on a certain group
of phonemes.

where lm(Xm) is the cost function for each training se-
quence, Xm. Here is used the sigmoid of an error measure,
dm(Xm) de�ned as:

dm(Xm) = �gk(m) +
1

�
ln

2
4 1

I � 1

X
j 6=k(m)

e
�gj

3
5 ; (4)

where gi = gi(Xm; �) are the discriminant functions and
�k(m) is the correct class for the sequence of feature vectors.
The discriminant function is de�ned as the logarithm of the
likelihood of the data in sequence Xm

gi(Xm; �i) = lnP (Xmj�i) : (5)

As in [4] the transformation matrix is trained, on the same
training material as is used for training the remaining ele-
ments in the system, using a set of simple, spherical Gaus-
sian classi�ers to reduce computational complexity. The
transformation is then applied in a system with a more
complex classi�er. However, instead of a Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) based system as was used in [4] a hybrid
MLP/HMM system is used.

3. ARCHITECTURE

In multi-stream systems such as those investigated in [2],
though each stream uses a speci�c feature processing, it is
trained on the entire training material and provides pos-
terior probabilities for all phonemes. However, in the work
presented here the interest is in using heterogeneous fea-
tures speci�c to a given subset of phonemes and hence one
stream is assigned to each subset. Between them all the
streams will of course comprise classi�cation information
covering the entire phoneme set, but each stream will only
provide posterior probabilities accounting for the phon-
emes in the given subset. The choice of system architecture
is therefore less obvious and in [7] we investigated the clean
speech performance of a number of di�erent architectures
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Figure 3: Results of testing with noisy speech using
broad division when using transformed and untransformed
features.

that support the use of streams with phoneme subset spe-
ci�c processing. The best performing architecture was a
hierarchical multi-stream system which is the basis of the
experiments reported on here. A schematic overview of the
system is presented in �gure 2.

The employed system is a hierarchical system with two
layers. The bottom-layer is a set of classi�er experts
each specialised in classifying a subset of phonemes. The
top-layer is an MLP trained at discriminating between
the phoneme subsets present in the system. Two di�erent
ways of dividing the phoneme set into smaller subsets were
tested: either dividing into broad phonetic classes (vowel,
consonant, liquid, nasal, silence) or, using a voicing cri-
terion, dividing into the classes (voiced, unvoiced, silence).
With the hierarchical system, using the voicing criterion
for dividing the phoneme set, there are three classi�er ex-
perts handling the voiced, unvoiced and silence phoneme
subsets respectively, and the corresponding top-layer MLP
is trained to discriminate between the same three subsets.
To increase the contextual information of the system, delta
and delta-delta features are added to the top-layer MLP.
The posteriors from the two layers are combined by mul-
tiplying the bottom-layer output with the corresponding
top-layer probability.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The data for training and testing the systems is taken from
the Oregon Graduate Institute Numbers95 database of re-
cordings of American English speakers uttering continuous
digit and number sequences over the �xed telephone net-
work [14]. 3590 and 1206 utterances from non-overlapping
sets of speakers are used for training/cross validation and
test purposes respectively. The vocabulary size is 32 words.

For testing the noise robustness of the systems, noise
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Figure 4: Results of testing with noisy speech using
voicing division when using transformed and untrans-
formed features.

samples from the NOISEX database [17] are added per ut-
terance at SNR levels of 0, 6, 12 or 18dB. Car and factory

noise are chosen for their di�erent spectral characteristics.

All streams in each system have their own speci�c feature
processing and classi�er units (MLPs). One of three di�er-
ent feature processing methods for extracting the basic fea-
tures plus the energy: Mel-scale Frequency Cepstrum Coef-
�cient (mfcc's) [3], Perceptual linear prediction coe�cients
(plpc's) [9] and J-rasta �ltered PLPCs (j-rasta-plpc's) [10]
are employed. Each feature is extracted on Hamming win-
dowed frames spanning 25 ms, each overlapping 50%. The
classi�er unit in each stream is an MLP entity trained on
feature vectors derived from 9 frames centred around the
current frame. Each feature vector is comprised of 12 basic
features. The top-level MLPs are trained on basic features
augmented with delta and delta-delta coe�cients (regress-
ing over windows of 5 and 7 frames respectively) yielding a
39 dimensional feature vector. The number of inputs and
outputs of the MLPs varies and depends on the speci�c
stream con�guration. All MLPs use 1500 hidden units.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the series of experiments conducted in this study three
di�erent basic feature type (mfcc, plpc or j-rasta-plpc)
and two phoneme division (broad or voicing criterion) are
tested. To assess the e�ect of transforming the feature
space all experiments are replicated using untransformed
features. Results are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Looking �rst at clean speech Word Error Rate (WER) in
the majority of cases the systems employing the trans-
formed features show a decrease in WER. When analysing
the obtained frame scores on the training set, this tendency
is even more pronounced. For all pairs of classi�er experts
from transformed and untransformed features respectively,
the experts based on the transformed features all exhibit



better performance than experts trained on the standard
features alone [7].

Comparing the di�erent feature types (columns of
graphs) shows a small but consistent improvement in per-
formance when the features are transformed. The overall
performance for all systems degrade when more noise is
added. When factory noise is added, as expected the j-
rasta-plpc's are doing best, however when using the rather
band-limited car noise samples (lower row of graphs), the
plpc based systems surprisingly are best. Testing the noise
robustness of the system show that an increase in per-
formance is maintained when adding either car or factory
noise. However, based on these experiments we are un-
able to conclude that using the suggested heterogeneous
features with MCE-based linear transformations increases
the noise robustness.

As stated previously an overall objective for these studies
has been a search for a data-driven solution, and obvi-
ously the pre-de�ned phoneme divisions is a violation
against this. A situation we intend to rectify in future
work. The voicing division is more coarse and gives slightly
more evenly distributed subsets than does the broad class
division1. It is interesting to see that comparing the res-
ults Figure 3 to 4 shows very little di�erence between the
division criteria both when looking at absolute perform-
ance level and when looking at relative improvements when
using the transformations. Further studies must be con-
ducted to establish to which degree these �ndings can be
generalised.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The underlying hypothesis for the experiments presented in
the paper is that by increasing the heterogeneity of the fea-
tures employed in an ASR system it is possible to increase
performance. We have presented a means to obtaining the
speci�c feature extraction methods through applying a lin-
ear transformation estimated using the MCE method. A
hierarchical multi-stream based system architecture sup-
porting the use of heterogeneous feature extraction for dif-
ferent phoneme subsets, have been tested in di�erent con-
�gurations using the transformed features. For a major-
ity of cases the transformation reduces WERs on a num-
bers recognition task. For all the MLPs trained on the
transformed features an increase in per-frame performance
was demonstrated. A performance increase is maintained
when noise is added to the speech for car and factory noise.
Future work will be directed towards system architecture,
speci�cally investigating data-driven ways of choosing the
phoneme subsets.
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1
voiced: 24 phonemes, unvoiced: 9, silence:1 and vowel: 12,

consonant: 15, liquid: 4, nasal: 1, silence: 1.
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